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ABSTRACT

Information which has been diffused through a
population about an idea has been accepted , and the idea
adopted, by some members of the population under some
circumstances (Hagerstrand,

1967.)

The spatial rel a tionship betwee n a doctor and his
patients in Hamilton City were examined to see if information about this particular doctor, when diffused through
the urban residential area, had been the basis for a significant number of his patients attending his surgery
rather than the surgery of the doctor nearest to them.
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GL OS S A R Y

C.B.D.

Central Bu s iness District

C.B.D. Surgery

Unless specific a lly s t a ted otherwise
this stat eu ent refers to'·the C.B.D.
surgery of the doctor supplying the
data.

Doctor

In this dissertation the word doctor
refers to a General Medical Practitioner.

F.S.P.

Female Solo Pnrent

Headway

The time interval bet ween one public
transport vehicle a nd the next on any
specified route.

Partnership

Doctors in New Zenland often loc a te their
surgeries in groups of t wo or more surgeries at the s a me address.

They may also

treat each others patients when their
collegues are absent.

They may also c on-

sult each other professionally on aspects
of case treatment.
They will share the expenses of rental,
receptionist services, and the co s t of
heat, light and phone, but they do not
have a formal financial arrGngement for
the sharing of a malga ma ted incomes.

Ea ch

doctor keeps his o wn acc ounts, cha r ge s and
receipts the pati e nts th a t he treats, this
keeps his gr o s s a nd nett income separa ted
fro~ his p a rtn e r or partners.
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Suburban Surgery

Unless specifically stated otherwise
the statement refers to the suburban
surgery of the doctor suppl yi ng the
data.

INTRODUCTION

Earickson (1970.) developed a study based in Chicago
USA which brings to light many of the factors that govern
the selection of hospitals by patients in that area.

Al-

though the factors governing the selection of a doctor and
hospital admission differ between Chicago and New Zealand,
the principles of geographical location are readily applicable to the programme outlined.

It is apparent in this

study that many patients do not chose the hospital that is
located closest to their residence, or even to their doctor's surgery, but in fact the actual choice of a hospital
can depend on factors as varying as the racial origin of
the patient and the religious affiliation of their doctor.
In New Zealand the ch-0ice of a hospital for medical
treatment is much more likely to be regulated by the patient's medical, surgical, or psychiatric needs, but the
choice of a doctor by an individual is open to a wider
range of influences.

This investigation examines the hypo-

thesis "that within Hamilton City the selection of a doctor
is not a direct function of the distance fro~ a patient, but
is dependent upon the information about the doctor that is
received by the patient."

Information Dissemination.
Information about a doctor must be disseminated to be
accepted.

In the general process there are several distinct

mechanical steps and three categories of receptors of information.

1.

Those who have the information.

(These people

may or may not be converted to accepting the implications
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of the message they have and becoming the adopters of it.)
2.

Those who carry the inform ation and pass it on to others.

3.

Those who accept and adopt the information and, as a

result, cha nge the pattern of a particular part of their
lives.
Hagerstrand (1967, p.7) has shown that information on
a new idea does not immediately or ever cause the adoption
of it.

Nevertheless, "information is so important that an

understanding of the geographical structure of social communications is a prerequisite for diffusion models including
the space aspect."
In addition to personal contact, informution about an
idea can be disseminated by mass media:
zines, radio, television.

newspapers, maga-

In all cases when information is

being disseminated its acceptance and spread is dependent
upon persons who actually do somethin g as a result of the
information they have accepted.

Marble and Nysteun (1963)

have discussed this process in the context of a Mean Information Field.

Mean Informa tion Field.

"The Mean Information Field is designed to express the
spatial extent of an individual's non-migratory contacts."
(Marble & Nysteun 1963, p .100) HEtgerstrand ( 1967) examines
this process as a purely person-to-person contact which
disseminated informa tion about an agricultural programme in
Sweden.

His work showed a slow but steady acceptance and

adoption of the Swedish Gove rnment Programme in a u1ong,
rather isolated peninsula in rur~l Sweden.''

(H~ke rstrand
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1967, p.5)

Here the influence of mass-media

was negli-

gible and the slow spread and adoption of the innovation
was attributed to lack of this influence and the relative
stability of the rural population.

Information dissemina-

tion was restricted to pair-wise exchanged by word of
mouth.

The population was not migratory and therefore the

spread of the information was slow and acceptance and adoption slower still.

Neighbourhood Effect.

It was clearly shown that as a result of these constraints the adaptors were in close physical contact with
each other.

Isolated adoptors were in evidence but not in

a greater number than would be expected.

It can be expect-

ed that initial acceptors of a new idea will be · those who
are either more liberal minded, or are in possession of a
combination of factors such as financial security, more
than average education, or are conveniently situated to
introduce a new programme.

The more conservative neigh-

bours will be inclined to watch the progress of the innovation and assess its value to them before they become
adoptors.

However, those in close neighbour association

with the new adoptor will have the best information about
the new idea and be more likely to adopt it more readily
than those a.t a distance from him.

Ha·~erstrand calls this

physical process "Neighbourhood Effect." (1966, p.4)
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Effects of Mass Media.
Other authors (Rogers 1962 and Katz 1960) have assessed
the effect of mass media in disseminating information about
a new innovation and .its effect on those who will become
acceptors and adaptors.
Rogers (1962) feels that mass media sources are most
important at the awareness stage of the dissemination process but that personal sources are most important as individuals evaluate the information that is being disseminated.
(Quoted in Marble & Nysteun 1963, p.99)

Katz (1960) stress-

es the importance of person to person contact in transferring information, even when the society involved may be nearly saturated by the various mass media with this information.
(Quoted in Ma rble & Nysteun 1963, p. 99)
For ethical reasons doctors do not advertise in New
Zealand, so that any information about a doctor will be
transferred by word of mouth and disseminated through a
society by personal contact of those with the information
to the non-informed.

Outline of 'lhis Investigation.

To investigatethe process of dissemination of information about a doctor and to try to evaluate the effect of
this information on his patients, it will be necessary to
discuss the followin g topics.
1.

The spatial location of the doctor's patients.

2.

The effect of distance or patient numbers.

3.

The pair-wise association of patients.

4.

The origin-de s tination patterns, patients and surgery.

.5

5.

The significance of this data.

6.

The significance of particular subsections of the
data.

7.

The effect of information in a Mean Information Field.

Fig.1 CITY OF HAMILTON
DOCTORS' SURGERIES and TRANSPORT ROUTES.
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Chapter 2:

THE SPATIAL LOC /1.TION OF A DOCTOR AND HIS
PATIENTS • .

On the 31st March 1971 there were 37 doctors practising in Hamilton City.

Because several of these doctors

were in some form of partnership or located their surgeries
in the same building, there were 27 separate surgery addresses.

Figure 1 shows the location of these surgeries.

It will be noticed that there were t wo di s tinct surgery
locations, the Central Business District (CBD) and Suburban.
The suburban surgeries were well distributed in most suburbs
although some areas appear to be less well serviced than
others.
The Hamilton City population in Ma rch 1971 was 74,762
(Census , 1971).

Most of these people were assumed to attend

a Hamilton City doctor if they needed medical treatment • . In
addition to this popul ation, an unknown number of people
came into Hamilton from the surrounding urban and rural ·

~

areas for medical treatment.
The spatial dimensions of Hamilton City are such that
people using private transport as a travel mode can readily
attend a doctor of their choice because the distance factor
is not excessive (Fig. 1).

People who are captive to public

transport may be limited by either a cost or time factor so
that they are forced to choose a doctor in those areas readily accessible to this travel ~ode.

Figure 1 shows tha t no

resident in Hamilton City has to walk more than half a mile
to a public service, so tha t some transport is available to
almost any doctor in the city.

Infrequent headways on some
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routes and the cessation of some ni ght and weekend services will be a constraint in the choices available to
those captive to public transport.

Some Cha racteristics of Doctors in Ha~ilton.

Personal investigation has shown that the following
characteristics are exhibited by Hamilton doctors.

In the

case of one doctor a combination of these factors may be
in evidence.
1.

Have consultations by appointment only/do not keep
appointment books.

2.

Discourage weekend contacts and housecalls.

3.

Discourage/encourage particular socio-economic and/or
racial groups.

4.

Work in isolation from other doctors' surgeries/work
in loose association with partners/work out of more
than one surgery.

5.

Accept the social security fee, but in addition to
this individuals may charge high fees, medium fees,
low fees, no fees.

6.

Have a full practice and will not accept new patients/
will accept new patients/ will accept selected new patients.

7.

Are/are not interested in group practice.

8.

Will/will not p rescribe oral contraceptives to unmarried
females.

9.

Engage in civic activities and/or team and individual
sports that brin g them into contact with particular
groups of the populati on.
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10.

Have an age group/ethnic group relationship v,ith
sections of the population.

11.

The location of the doctor's surgery (C.B.D., suburban or both).
Combinations of many of the se cha racteristics will

be the ha llmark of the individu a l doctor.

This inform-

ation is disseminated by carriers throughout the population.

Doctor P a tient Associ a tion.
People who have a satisfactory p rofessional association with their doctor will not be readily stimulated to
change doctors even though they change their address within
the city or to the immediate environs,unless tra nsport becomes a serious problem.

Those who are dissatisfied with

their doctor or who move into Hamilton from outside ares
will be encouraged to make their first ne w medical contact
by assessing informa tion they receive ab out a doctor fr om an
informant.

This informant may be a friend, relative, neigh-

bour, professional or business contact, or a sporting a s sociate.

Recommendation may come from a doctor who cannot off e r

the required service when c a lled, or hosp ital or health department official.

Or they may arrive in Hamilton with an

introduction to a certain doctor from their previous doctor.
The medical practitioners' section in the telephone
book is also a gu i de to who is practicing a nd where the ir
surgeries are located.

Prospect ive patients may al s o not-

ice a doctor's na me plate when passing.
Medic a l health , and the tre a t ment of problems in thi s
field, are servic e s which mos t ~embers of the population
need to ava il the ~s elves of a t s ome time or other.

Such
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services would usually be classified in a different
category to the supply of food, toiletries or household
hardware, but the associ a tion be t ween a doctor and his
patient may well be of such a personal and satisfying
nature that the professional and personal cha racteristics
of the "family doctor" can be
tion.

a topic of social conversa-

Special services either medical counselling, socio-

logical or psycholo gical tha t a particular doctor may offer
might also be of particular interest to some sections of
the community.

Persons enj oyin g these special services can

be expected to tell others who indicate that they are in
need of such services.
As a result of these and similar contacts informntion
about a doctor can be disseminated through the population.

Fig. 2 CITY OF HAIILTON
PATTERN OF SUBURBAN PATIENTS
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Medical Centre.
Increasing publicity in mass media reports is making
the public more aware of a facility known as a medical
centre.

Here several doctors will have their surgeries

and in the same building physiotherapist, guidance counsellor, laboratory, x-ray and professional nursing services
will also be available.

Visiting psychiatrists and social

security officers mean that the whole range of human needs
in the physical, mental, emotional, and social spheres can
be administered to.
Information about

such a facility will be best trans-

mitted by mass media, but acceptance of the service offered,
and adoption of this form of health care, will best be promoted by the personal diffusion of individual acceptance and
adoption of the idea.
If a significant number of people, who have chosen a
doctor because of information received about him, are visiting this doctor rather than the one nearest their home, then
it is possible that a medical centre would be in demand even
if there was a travel time, or mode of travel, constraint
for many prospective patients.

Location of a Dactor's Patients.

By accurately locating the addresses of city patients
who attended one doctor between the 1st of July and the 31st
of December 1970, it has been possible to establish a base
from which this investigation of the spatial relationship
between a doctor and his patients in Hamilton City could

15

proceed.

No account has been kept of the number of visits

from each address or the names of those who visited the
doctor or who were visited by him.

This doctor has a surg-

e~y :n a suburb of Hamilton and one in the C.B.D.

He and

his partner visit each surgery each day alternating a.m.
and p.m. hours;

it was found that some patients attended

the suburban surgery (F~ some attended the C.B.D. surgery(G),
and some attended both surgeries (F and G).

The maps Fig.

2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 locate the addresses of the doctor's
patients, and Fig. 5 shows a Venn Diagram representation of
the information.
In the six month period examined there were 708 F,

315 G, and 215 (F and G) patient addresses listed.
of 1239 separate addresses.

A total

These addresses are located in

all sections of Hamilton City, although it is obvious that
some areas are more heavily populated with this particular
doctor's patients than others.

FIG.

5.

VENN DI AGR..4..M SHOWIHG F, G, F and G.

F a nd G

C.B.D. SURGERY

F

SUBURBAN SURGERY
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Chapter

3.

GRAVITY

MODEL

The notion that the probability of human interactio'n
that is likely to occur between individuals and a potential
destination varies directly with the size or attraction of
the destination is the basis of the gravity concept. (Huff,

1965)
This concept is designed to account for the behaviour
of large groups of people; group behaviour is considered to
be predictable on the basis of mathematical probability.
In this instance the number of individual addresses
will be accumulated in groups and the distance from the
destination will be measured in half mile steps.

As only

one type of journey to one destination is being investigated,
there is no need to make allowa nces for different types of
trips to different destination.
Setting Up The Mode l.
Figure 2 shows the suburban surgery's location and the
addresses of each of the patients who attend that surgery.
This map also shows the areas of Hamilton City that are nonresidential in cha racter:

parks, schools, reserves, land

not sub-divided into residential sections, large areas of
industrial land, and the Waikato river. Roads are not included in the non-residential areas because they are considered residential access by the Hamilton City Council.
( Mr. Keys, Hamilton City Council Chief Planning Officer,
pers. comm.)

The railway lines and marshalling yards that

run north and south, and east to~ards Canbridge have bee~
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included in the non-residential limits.
Isolines have been drawn each half mile of road distance from the suburban surgery.

When non-residential

l and has intruded this constraint has caused a deformation
in the isoline.

Because there are only four river cross-

ings, this constraint has also added to the irregular shape
of the isolines east of the river.

Figure 3 shows similar

isolines from the C.B.D. surgery.
The number of patients' addresses between each isoline
was counted and recorded, and the nu~ber of residences in
each area was calculated from the census Mesh Blocks. (Census
1971)

The percentage of patients who made up the total pop-

ulation in each isoline area was calculated.

This was done

for both surgeries, any address that attended both surgeries
was counted both times,

so that all addresses that a tt ended

the suburban surgery were included in calculations for Fig.6.
The Graph, Fig. 6 shows road distance each half mile
against percentage of the population in that area who attend
the suburban surgery.
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FIG. 6
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Suburban surge ry Gravity Model.

I

I
The graph for the suburban surgery (Fig. 6) shows
that a fairly high percentage of the available population
inside the first half mile isoline attended the doctor.
But that the percentage of the population who . made up his
patients decreases rapidly as each half mile isoline is
crossed until a road distance two and a half miles from
the surgery is reached.

Between two and a half miles and

five and a half miles the graph almost flattens out showing that over this distance the percentage of the population
who attended the suburban surgery has become reasonably
constant.
The greatest number of intervening

opportunities for

service from other doctors at their suburban or C.B.D. surgeries has been reached by the time the three and a half mile
isoline has been crossed.

It would appear that from nil to

two and a half miles the gravity model concept has been
shown;

a rapid decrease in attendance at the destination

as the distance from it increases.

From two and a half to

four miles this decay is arrested and from four to five and
a half miles the adverse distance factor does not appear to
decrease the attraction of the suburban surgery.

C.B.D. Surgery Gravity Model.

When the percentage of the population and distance
from the surgery figures for the C.B.D. surgery were plotted the gravity model concept was not apparent, the result-

]
J

J
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ing graph did not show a decay with distance.

In fact,

after one and a half miles there appeared to be an increase
in the percentage of the population attending this surgery~
Two factors seem to cause this departure from the expected
result.
1.

The difficulty in accurately determining the number of
people who reside in the C.B.D.

2.

The lack of information showing how many of the patients
who attended this surgery were permanently employed in
the C.B.D. during the day but gave their suburban home
address to the C.B.D. doctor.
In the first instance the number of per~anent residents

may have been lower than calculated, and therefore the percentage of patients higher.
In the second instance a more accurate assessment of
the gravity model's significance would have been obtained
if those who were permanently employed in the C.B.D. had
given their employment address instead of their home address.
This would have increased the number of C.B.D. residents and
decreased the number reporting in various suburban locations.
It would have been necessary to calculate the number of patients attending the C.B.D. surgery from an employment address as a percentage of the total of C.B.D. employment and
residential population.

Under these circumstances a more

accurate analysis. of the C.B.D. population distance ratios
would have been achieved.
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The original postulation that the attraction of a
destination varies proportionately with size or appeal of
the destination and inversely with the distance from the
destination appears to be shown with regard to the suburban surgery, at least within the first two and a half
miles.

It is possible that a similar condition would also

exist with the C.B.D. surgery if calculations were made under
the conditions outlined above.

Fig. 7 CITY OF HAMILTON
SUBURBAN SURGERY PATIENTS
FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ANALYSIS
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Chapter 4:

NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ANALYSIS

Philip J. Clark and Francis E. Eva ns (1954) have
discussed a method describing the pattern of distribution
of a population.

This description is such that any two

different patterns can be compared either descriptively or
by reference to a numerical sc ale.

Their method compares

the observed pattern with tha t which would occur if the
settlement was a completely random one.

On their scale O

represents a distribution with maximum aggr e ga tion, 1
represents random distribution, and 2.1491 represents distribution which is evenly and widely spaced as possible.
The significance of departure from random exp e ct a tion on
the part of a given population c an be calculated.

This

calculation results in an expression called the nearest
neighbour statistic "R".
By calculating the statistic "R" for the population
patterns sho wn by plotting the position of the p a tients'
addresses on maps of Hamilton City (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9) a comparison and contrast of these patterns can be
established.

Popul a tion settlement patterns.

The re are 932 points loc at ing pa ti ent s who visit the
suburban surgery and 531 points locatinD patients who
visited the C.B.D. surgery.

Each of these pati ent popula-

tion s have been further dissect e d so t ha t natur a l boundaries enclose a section of the m.

The sections can then be
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compared with each other and with the whole area.

In

addition the two populations can be compared.

Fig. 9 CITY OF HAMILTON
ALL PATIENTS FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOUR ANALYSIS
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Delimiting The Popu lati on Patterns.
Table 1.

Hamilton City Delimited fo r Nearest Neighbour
Analysi s . Fig. 7, 8, 9.

No. of
Nearest
Neighbour
Area

1.

Referen ce to
City rrea

No. of
Nea rest
Ne ighbour
Area

Fig. 7 Section 1.
Fig. 7 Section 2.
Fig. 7 Section 3.
Fig. 7 Section 4.
All patients in Fig.

. 2.

3.
4.

5.

7.

10
11
12
13
*14
•15
*16
*17

Refe rence to
City Are a

Fig. 9 Section 1 and 2
Fig. 9 Section 3.
Fig. 9 Section 4.
All patients in Fig. 9
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

9
9
9
9

Section
Section
Section
Section

1.
2.

Fig. 8. Section 1.
Fig. 8. Section 2.
3.
Fig. 8. Section 3.
4.
All patients in Fig.
8.
Total number of surveyed sections in Hamilton City equals
22763.
*A equals 2 x 22763

6.
7.
8.
-9.

Nearest Neighbour Statistic.
The Nearest Neighbour Statistic "R" is calculated from
the formula:
R

=

D obs

observed mean dist ance

De
De is calculated 2

expected mean distance
Number of sections in an area

N
A

=
the area of a section
A= 2 X 1 Section

Because the surveyed housing sections of Hamilton City
have a variety of physical dimensions, and because there are
large and s ma ll areas of land disperesed throughout the city
which are not used for urban settlement, the unit of measurement between addresses has been fixed and 11 1 section" rather
than a linear unit of me asurement.
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DIAGRAM SHO\'lING EETHOD OF MEASURI NG DI STANCES
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A pair of nearest neighbours are always located on
two surveyed sections of land.

By counting the number of

sections which separate the neighbours a unit of distance
was found.

Adjacent sections were one unit of distance

apart, if there was one section between neighbours they
were two units apart.

Streets were always crossed at right

angles and the street counted as one unit of distance. Distance

could be measured in any direction as long as adjacent

sections were traversed and counted.
land could be crossed.

Non non-residential

(Fig. 10.)

It was assumed that all patients lived in houses but
that as a house may theoretically occupy any location on a
section no attempt was made to differentiate any part of a
section.

For the purpose of this measurement the dwelling

was given as occupying the whole of the section.

This meant

that distances could be measured across sections on either
side of a location point, at right angles across any road or
street, but not across any park, river, or similar non- ·
residential land, directly out ·of the back of any section
and across any section adjacent to any section. (Fig. 10.)
Calculations of the Nearest Neighbour Statistic are for
each of the numbered sections of Fig. 7, 8, and 9 and for
the whole area of each figure, and also for the total number
of patients in each section against the total nunber of
sections in Hamilton City a re shown in Table 2.
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Table 2.

SECTION

Table of S t a ti s tic s for Ne a r e s t Neighbour
"R" Values.
NO. OF
PATI ENTS

Suburban Surgery Pati ents Only
1
546
2
183
3
127
4
499
5
923

C.B.D. Surgery Patients Only
6
259
7
74
8
98
9
531

R"

1.067
1.4124
1.077
1.197
1.055

1.1096
1.1677
1.1276
l .12QL~

All patient s in e a ch section
10
. :1:088
11
201
12
165
1454
13
All patient s in each section
14
567
1088
15
201
16
165
17

II

.9930

.9529
1.229
1.0069

A= 2x22 763
.4271~

.7227
.4889
1.0076

A as defined in Table 1.
22763 = the number of housing s ections in Ha milton City.
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Conparison and Contrast of the Population Patterns
The "R" value of the pattern of population distribution of the doctor's patients can be seen graphically illustrated in Fig. 11.

These values range from 1.055 to 1.4124

for C.B.D. and suburban surgery addresses.

This difference

is wide enough to show a variation in the individual patterns analysed.

The area Fig. 7, number 2, has the pattern

that is least random of those investigated while the area
Fig. 7, number 1, is closest to random.

There is not

sufficient difference between the "R" values of all other
patterns on the two figures to show a striking contrast
between one pattern and the other.
When the addresses for both surgeries are combined in
one map and treated as a single population, there is considerable difference between their "R" values.

This is

especially emphasized when the figure for A as used in the
formula 2

f,

is increased.

The value of A is now twice the

total number of residential sections in Hamilton City instead of twice the number of residential sections in a
delimited area of the city. (Table 2)
When the total number of sections in Hamilton City is
used to calculate A and all the patients who attend both
surgeries are included to calculate the oberved mean distance, an "R" value is obtained which shows a much greater
difference between the population patterns being investigated.
Number 14 (Fig. 9. Section 1.) now has the "Rit value
0.4274 which is moving away from rand omness towards aggregation.

This area has the heaviest patient population and on

the map appears visually to be the most clustered.
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Number 13 (Fig. 9 Section 5) and number 17 (Fig. 9
Section 4) and number 10 (Fig. 9 Section 1 and 2) have "R"
values which almost achieve the ramdom state.

These three

populations can be said to be comparable in their settlement patterns.
The population patterns shown by number 8 (Fig. 8
Section 3) and number 9 (All patients in Fig. 8), "RP values
1.1276 and 1.1204 respectively, are comparable.

They have

statistical values that are very simil a r a nd, although not
close to randomness, are at a similar dist ance from the
value for this state.
Other values showing son e similarity are exhibited by
number 1. (Fig. 7 Section 1) number 3 (Fig. 7 Section 3) and
number 5 (all sections of Fig. 3).

These values 1.067,

1.077 and 1.055 are close to random and close to each other.
The t wo extremes shown when all values of "R" for all sections of Figures 7, 8, and 9 are compared are 1.4124, number 2. (Fig. 7 Section 2) and 0.4274 number 14 (Fig. 9 Section 1).

These t wo populations are in the greatest contrast

as regards settlement pattern.
Results indicated by this "R" value calculated show
that in some areas of Hamilton City the doctor's patients
live in closer pair-wise association than in others.

The

greatest clustering of patients would mean a greater concentration of accep tors of a disseminated idea and therefore a more powerful total carrier fo r ce and a better
opportunity for the cha racteristics of the doctor to be
further disseminated to those who do not know about him or
those who kne w but were not yet accep tors.

A powerful node

of acc eptors in one area of Hamilton does not necessarily

1
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mean a greater dissemination of information elsewhere in
the city.

But as the population of Haoilton City is

extremely mobile (Hamilton City Council, 1968) and 91%
of the city homes have a telephone ( Mr. Mollar, N.Z. Post
Office Engin eers Dept, pers. comm.)

there are opportunities

for this large cluster of acceptors to influence non-acceptors who are not only their immediate neighbours but also
their contacts in other parts of the city.
There are 2449 houses in number 1 (Fig. 7 Section 1).
Five doctors have surgeries in this area so that an average
of 490 patients per doctor could be expected if each doctor
treated his share of the patients available.

The doctor in

this study treated 538 patients, wh ich is 2% more than his
share of the population.
Figure 1 will show that the 5 doctors surgeries are
dispersed throu ghout this a rea, and that this doctor's patients (Fig. 9.) come from all over the area.

It can be shown

that some patients in the suburban surgery area of Hamilton
do not go to their ne arest doctor but pass intervening opportunity to visit the doctor in this s tudy.
Every city patient who comes to the suburban surgery
from outside the suburban surgery area must pass an increasing number of other doctor's surgeries as the dist ance from
their origin to the suburban surgery destinRtion increases.
Vest of the· rive r , Fig . 9 Number 15, t here a re 7,393
houses, 2.57 percent attend t he suburba n surgery a nd 3.3
percent attend the C.B.D. surgery.

East of the river and

north of the railway line, Fi g . 9 Number 16, there are 5,167
houses and 2.55% of these residents attend the suburban
surger

while 1.4% at te nd the C.B.D. surgery.

East of the
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The S patial Associ a tion
c f a Doc t or and h is pat i e nt s
i n Ha milton Ci ty , by
E . W. Bruce J udd 1971 (disse tatio

river and south of the railway Fig. 9 Number 17, there are

5,575 houses, of which 1.2% attend the suburban surgery
while l.85% attend the C.B.D. surgery.
A slightly greater percentage of the population attend
the doctor from addresses west of the river, but east of the
river the patients live closer to each other in a nearest
neighbour relationship.
Transportation routes leading to the C.3.D. nnd the
traditional association of Frankton with the C.B.~. may
account for the relatively low attendance of these resi~ents
at the southern suburban surgery.

It .. is noticed that the

highest attendance at the C.B.D. surgery comes froo the
Frankton area.

Patients from the northern areas west of

the river would move south on tr~nsport routes tha0 enter
the C.B.D. and therefore provide a number of intervening
opportunities for professional attention.
In the area east of the river and north of the railway
line, transp ortation routes lead to the

C.B.D. out good

quality bypass routes, Heaphy Terrace, Grey Street and River
Road all join the motorway south.

This motorway south

provides rapid access to the suburban surgery Fig. 1.

It

is possible that people requiring professional attention and
being able to travel find it more convenient to travel by
the ooto~way route to the suburban surgery than they do to a
C.B.D. surgery.

The distance is greater but parking will be

much easier.
Patients in the area east of the river and south of the
railway nave s

al choices available to them.

Tue ""G"r ....

port routes go directly to the C.B.D., access to the sou~hern motorway is good, and several intervening opportunities
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for professional service are available in this area.
The reduced percentage attendance of the population
in this area to the suburban surgery can be accounted for
in soffi ~ measure by better transport facilities to the C.B.D.
surgery and more intervening opportunities.
As has been pointed out in Chapter 3. there is no way
of isolating the C.B.D. surgery patients who work in the
C.B.D. from those who travel in to this surgery especially
for professional treatment.

Fig. 12 CITY OF HAMILTON
DESIRE LINES TO SUBURBAN SURGERY

- - - -- - - -

--

- - - --
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l
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Chapter

5.

DESIRE LINES.

Lines joining the patients' home addresses to the
surgery they visit indicate the origin-destination patterns of this study.

In Fig. 12 the suburban surgery and

patients are shown and in Fig. 13 the C.B.D. surgery and
patients ?.re shown.

In each case the patients who attend

both surgeries have been located in each figure.

Each

address is joined to its appropriate surgery by a "desire
line".
The pattern of these desire lines which emerges in
each case is basically descriptive.

It provides a visual

check on movement from residence to surgery.

Berry (1967)

and Berry & Horton (1970) use this method for comparing
and contrasting the patterns exposed by origin destination
movements from a residence to different markets for different commodities.
In comparing and contrasting Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, the
following points should be noticed.
Comparison.
1. Both figures have a destination point with a
radiating pattern of desire lines to origin
points.

2. Both patterns show up areas where the patient
population is dispersed or absent.

This is

particularly noticeable in Fig. 13.

3. Both figures illustrate the widespread nature
of the patient pattern in Hamilton City.
4. Both figures illustrate the distance travelled
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by those who attend this doctor's surgeries
from north of the C.B.D.
Contrast.
l • . Figure 12 has a greater numb e r of origin points
and therefore a denser desire line pattern.
2. Figure 12 has a very heavy concentration of
patients located close to the surgery.

Figure

13 shows addresses dispersed from the surgery.
If the location of employment addresses had been
mapped this pattern may have been considerably
altered. (Chap. 4)

3. The pattern of settlement exposed supports the
statements in Chapter 4 that more people attend
the C.B.D. surgery (Fig. 13) than the suburban
surgery (Fig. 12) from areas West of the C.B.D.
and South East of the C.B.D.
4. South West and North East of the C.B.D. surgery
there are spaces void of patients.

These spaces

probably exist for the suburban surgery also but
they are not obvious because of the masking nature
of the dense lines in Fig. 12.
These movement patterns, taken in conjunction with the
material presented in preceeding and succeeding chapters,
will help to illustrate the range of the doctor's urban
practice and the varied location of his patients.
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TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS.

Chapter 6.

In order to test the hypothesis that the selection of
3

doctor in Hamilton City is a function of knowledge about

him rather than distance from his surgery, it was decided
that data was to be obtained from the patient population by
a postal questionnaire.

Information from the responses was

to be tested so that a possible rel a tionship between the
doctor attended and the head of the household could be established.

(The questionnaire is discussed in Appendix 1.)

The relevant data from the questionnaire was classified
so that there were four basic variabl e s, with a total of 13
sub-divisions.

Table 3. · classifica tion of Vari ables for Chi-S quare Analysis
The Choice of Doctor ( v)

Mode of Tra nsp ort (Y)

Wa

Nearest Doctor

Ya

Priva te Car

Wb

Doctor chosen from
verbal information
received.

Yb

Public Transport

Ye

Walk

W0

Doctor chosen from Non. verbal information
received

I
I

I
Age of Head of Household

(Z)

I

Head of Household ( X)

Za

Under 25 years

Xa

Male

zb

25 - 44 years

Xb

Female solo parent

Zc

45 - 64 years

I

X0

Female

Za

Over 65 years

I

I

The Chi-Square test for indep endance was app licable to
I

this study as each of the four variables could be classified
into discrete c ute go ries.

(Sie gel, 1956).

The symbol

x2

refers to the qua ntity which is calcul a ted from the observed

I
I
I

I
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data when a

x2 test is performed.

"The words Chi-Square

will refer to a random which follows the Chi-Square distribution" (Siege l, 1956 p. 43.)

Y/hile constructing the

four dimensional contingency table (Table Al) it was found
that insufficient information existed to establish values
for each of the surgeries classified, F, G, and F and G,
so that the total attendance at the surgeries was used.
That is, the va lues of F, G, and F and G, were added together to make one matrix to t al which obviously reduces
the analytical value of the study and the possible applicability of the results of this section.

Testing the Four Va riables.
The Nul l HyPothesi s.

H0

:

the four variables W, X, Y, Z,

are independent.

H0

:

There is dependence betwee n the

categories W,

X, Y, Z, but the na ture, direction, and

strength of this dependence is unspecified.
The null hypothesis was tested at

Signific a nc e Level:
a=

0.05 with N

=

Sampling Dis t ri but i on:

288.
Under the null hypothesis,

x2

computed fro ~ the formula: m
n
I
I
i=iJ. j= 1 k= 1 l=.l

f

x2

¥

2
0 ijkl
Eijkl

n

- i=I 1

m

I
~
j= 1 k= 1 l=l

F

Oijkl
(Equation 1)

Where O = the obs e rved freque ncy

E

(product of inters ectin g co-ordinate
totals of re s pon s es) divided by
(total of v a lid r e sponses)

= margina l

i refers to Wi
j

refers to Xj

,

as
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k refers to Yk

1 refers to Z1
is distributed approximately as chi-squ a re with de grees
of fr~ c: am ,
df

=

(n - 1) (m - 1) (p - 1) (q - 1)

The probability associ a ted with the occurrence under H0 of

x2 is shown in

values as large as an observed v a lue of
Pierce (1970, p. 279).

Rejection Region: The region of rejection consists of all
values of x2

which are larger than the tabled va lues for

the specified number of degrees of freedom at
Decision:

a=

0.05

The calculated value of the four dimensional x2

,

using the formula above, is 172.0, which gre a tly exceeds the
value of 49.73 that is critical for an
lity of 0.001 which is

<

0.05.

a

level of probabi-

Consequently at

a

=

0.05

H0 was rejected and the altGrnative hypothesis, H1 , was
accepted although the nature of the dependence was unspecified.
Two dimensional and three dimensional chi-square tests
were applied to establish which combinations of the four
variables revealed si gnific ant dependence and which were
statistically independent at

a

= 0.05.

The thirteen poss-

ible combinations of the four variables, the calculated
values, and the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis are pre s ented in Table 4.
The results presented in Table 4 indic a te possible
sources of dependence between the four variables.

Further

investi ga t i on of this de pe ndence is outline d in Chapter

7

where certain detected patterns of the ob s erved and expected
fr.equencies are comp a red.

By

x2

testing the possibility of
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dependence between any two of the variables further information was obtained which helped to direct the inquires in
Chapter 7.
Table

L~.

Chi-Square Tests for Independence Bet ween
Variables W, X, Y, Z, at a = 0.05.

COMBINATIONS OF
VAIUABLZS_

DIMENSION
OF TEST

(W,X) (Y,Z)
(W,Y) (X,Z)

2

2
2
2
2
2
2

(W,Z) (X,Y)
(W) (X,Y,Z)

(W,Y,Z)
(Y) ( W,X,Z)
(Z) (W,X,Y)
(X)

df .

L

88 " 105.8
88
55.6
88 119 . 9
70
56.1
70
84.2
70
73.4
70 113.2

accept
accept
accept
accept
accept
accept
accept

Ho
H0
H0
Ho
H0
Ho
H1

accept
accep t
accept
accept
acc ep t
accept

H1
H1
H1
Hi
H1
H1

(X) (Y) (W,Z)
(X) (Z) (W,Y)
(Y) (Z) (W,X)

3
3
3
3
3
3

44
'+4
48
48

128.5
108.5
140.8
147.2
190.0
148.3

( W) (X) (Y) (Z)

4

24

49.7

(W) (X) (Y ,Z)

(W) (Y) (X, Z)
( Vi ) (Z) ( X,Y)

H0

:

At

a

H1: At a
ables.

RESULTS

44
44

accept Hi

= 0.05 the relevant vari ables are independent.
= 0.05 there is some depende nce between the vari-

W is the choice of doctor.
X

is the head of household.

Y

is mode of transport.

Z

is age of he ad of household .

df

= degrees

of fre edom

1
44

I

I

I

Chapter 7.

A.i~ALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL CELL VALUES

By examining the observed and expected values of
individual cells, it may be possible to indicate more
clearly the sources of the significance of the
undertaken.

o,

x2 tests

Where the value of the observed frequency,

greatly exceeded the value of the eAr-pected frequency,

E, or vice versa, some explanation of this difference was
attempted.
Calculation
The figures for O and E in each cell of each of the
13 , x2 tests were compared by the formula:

s =

(E -0) 2

E

(Equation 2)

Where O and E are as previously defined in Equation 1.
Squaring the difference between E and O eliminates
any negative quantity and the ratio, in terms of the expected value, isolates instances where the difference is
large enough for further investigation.

Cells in which E

was less than twice the frequency of O or O was less than
twice the frequency of E we re ignored in this calculation
being regarded as not having values sufficiently different
to the expected.

In all cases that were accepted for fur-

ther study O and E had values less than 6.
All cells extracted were listed ~ith their X, Y, Z,
descriptions and their S value.

Separate lists for values

associated with Wa, the nearest doctor and Wb , the doctor
of choice accounted for all values of Y.
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Number of x2 Tests in Which S .:'. . 2 I S .:'. . 4

Table 5.

for Indivi dual Cells in the Fou r Dimensional

x2

Cont ingency Tables .

ya

Xa

wa
wb

xb

yb

Xe

14
4

Xa

y~

xb

Xe

Xa

4

12

-

11

-

Xe
1

3
3

9
9

xb

12
11

-

We

9
9

'

Vla
..

-6

wb

wc

-1

8

3

6
1

2

Wa

2
-

1

Ylb

-

wc
Wa

9
9

wb

1

-

Vl c

s s

2
4

Wa

Nearest Doctor
Ya
Docto r of Choice evaluation of Yb
ve rbal information received .
Ye
Informat ion from non-verbal
sources: e/g telephone book.

Private Car
Public Transport
Walk

Ma le Head of Household
Fema le Solo Parent
head of household
Fema le head of hous ehold

Under 25 years
25 - 44 years
45 - 65 years
Over 65 years

)

)

wb
We
Xa
xb
Xe

Top Line
Bottom Line

Za

zb
Zc
zd
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Analysis of Calculat ions
Table 5 shows the total number of times the value of
S for individual cells was~ 2 in all the 13 x2 ca lculations
c~able L~.)
1

~

S

<

2

discarded.

It also shows the number of times S

>

4. Where

no anomolies were apparent and the data

were

All values of S for each cell for each calcula-

tion in Table 4, are shown in Table A2 in the Appendix.
Those cases where Observed responses were much less than
Expected are marked with an asterisk.

Nearest Doctor (W8 )

Female heads of household in both

categories (Xb,c) and in the under 45 years age group (Za,b)
walked to the nearest doctor more often than expected.

How-

ever, with the exception of the F.S.P. in the 25 - 44 years
age group who walked to the nearest doctor (W 8 Xb Ye Zb),
each of these results showed a low value of Sand the number
of values of S

~

2 was limited.

The ( Wa Xb Ye Zb) cell was

an extreme case with ten values of S between 4.0 and 12.5.
In each cas~ where the selection of the nea r est doctor
(W 8

)

has resulted in a critical value of S O ~ E, the mode of

transport ha s been walk.

Many of the young unmarried female

heads of household who walk to their nearest doctor are
student nurses who are treated by the doctors at the Waikato
Hospital but who may also use the services of a private doctor (doctor of choice) for special medical needs.

F.S.P. in

the 25 - 44 age group are u sually not in a financial position
to own a car and visit their nearest doctor for this reason.
Four of the ten F.S.P. respondents indic ated tha t the nearest doctor was al s o the doctor who h ad been recommended by
a friend.

In this age group many F.S.P. also walk and travel
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by ·public transport to the doctor of their choice.
Males in the under 25 years age group did not travel
by private car as often as would be expected.

The number

of ti~es a critical value of S appeared in this cell was
high and the value of S

~

2 was also high in each case.

In

every case the frequency of the Observed responses was much
less than the Expected .
It is possible that male heads of household in the
under 25 age group do not have private cars readily available to them.

In many cases the fi n ancial strain of marri-

age and setting up a house will preclude the purchase
and operation of a car at this age level.

No other cells

in the W8 category appeared to require further investiga-

I

tion.

I
I

Doctor of Choice(Wb)

Female heads of household in both

categories, and using all modes of transport made an informed choice of doctor much more often than the Expected
values in the contingency tables have indicated.
variable combinations Wb Xb,c Ya,b,c Za,b)•

I

I

I
I

( The

I

More males

I

in the over 64 age group travelled by public transport to

I

the doctor of their choice ( Wb Xa Yb Zd) than was Expected.

I

Males in the 25 - 44 years age group did not wnlk to the

I

I

doctor of their choice as often as expected (Wb Xa Ye Zb)•
Generally the critical values of S for attending the'tloctor
of choice'' were high (Table A2) and in all cases except the
( Wb X8 Ye Zb) cell the Observed responses exceeded the
Expected frequencies.
Unmarried females using all modes of transport who
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visit the doctor of choice more often than expected are
usually in some tertiary education and flatting with others
of similar age.

They have contact with other flat mates

and their educational peers.

They are usua lly financially

independent so that private transport is available if
necessary but they may choose to use public transport or
walk if the doctor's surgery is within walking distance.
F.S.P. have contact with e a ch other through their Solo
Parents Club and can gain information about a doctor that
is satisfactory to other F.S.P. from this source and through
other friends.
In cell (Wa X8 Y0 Za) the three critical values of S
all equal 4.

In cell (Wa Xb Ye Zb) eight of the values

of S equal 4

but only two are signific a ntly higher than

4.

It would appear that although attraction of the nearest doctor is stron g at a critical S value of>

2 this

attraction declines rapidly when the critical S value is
raised to > 4.

Doctor of Choice

It should be noted that although t wo

cells {Wb Xb,c Yb Z8 ) have at least eleven values 2 ::_ S
and o.n@ cell (Wb Xb Yb Zb) has six · values of 2 ::_ S

<

<

4

4

the high number of values of Sin this r a nge is significant
because it shows tha t there i s an increased weighting
towards a conscious choice of doctor.
In the four cells where individual values of S

~

4 are

isolated these values mak e up a high pe rcent age of the total
number of individu a l values of S

~

2.

These f our cells are
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as follo ws:

(Wb Xa Yb Zd)

( Wb Xb Xe Zb)

( Wb Xe Ya Za)

(Wb Xe Ye Za)•
By referrin g to Table A2 it will be seen that for these
cells the individual values of Sare often very high and that
in no ca s e is the Expected. frequency greater than the Observed freq uency.

The highest and most numerous values of S

are found in the cell (Wb Xe Ye Za).

~

4

Young unmarried fe-

males walking to the doctor of their choice.

Similar females

who use private transport to the doctor of their choice
{Wb Xe Ya Za) and men over the age of 65 who use public transport to the doctor of their choice ( Wb Xa Yb Zd) also are
shown to have significantly high values of S
respective cells.

~

4 in their
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Chapter 8.

INFORMAT ION AND THE MEAN nrFCRl' \ TION FIELD.

The findings of the preceeding chapter were discussed
fully with the doctor.

Some atte mp t was made to extract

from the list of characteristics (Chapter 1) those that
were exemplified by the doctor in an attempt to find what
information about the doctor was being diffused through the
population.

It was felt that the areas in Chapter

7

that

showed observed frequencies si gnificantly higher than
expected frequencies could be expl a ined in the light of
results from information about the doctor being diffused,
accepted and adopted in a certain pattern.
Information about the doctor himself, his extra professional activities, and

his special interests and qualifi-

cations was found to be relevant to this study.

Doctors Characteristics.

1.

The doctor is a young man in the

25 - 35 yrs. age

group.

2.

He has taken over the practice of a long established doctor who had retired.

3.

In taking over this practice he has built it up to
include many more patients.

A younger more active

man has been able to handle, and is desirous of
handling, more patients than a doctor near retiring
age.

4.

He is involved in a community service club, the
Solo Parents Club.

5.

He actively plays two sports.

and squash.

Indoor basketball
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6.

He belongs to an ethnic group tha t is traditionally
felt to be patient and considerate in associating
with people of all age groups.

7.

This doctor had built up a reputation, particularly
amongst younge r women, for sympathetically listening
to personal and emotional problems and offering counsel
in such cases.

8.

In common with some other doctors in Ha milton this
doctor has prescribed oral contraceptives to unmarried
females.

Respon se to Thes e Cha r a cte r i s tic s .
Each of these cha r acteristics ha s been influential in attracting more than the expected number of pati ent s in some cells
of the matrix.
1. There is a pair-grouping affiliation between younger
people and a younger doctor.

This is borne out by the

number of unmarried females and the young female

solo

parents who visit in excess of the expected numbers.
Young single ma les did not respond to the questionnaire.
They may or may not have ha d the same need for professional attention and they may or may not feel the same
age-pair-grouping affiliation.
2. The previous doctor h a d be en in practice for over 30
years and had not only a soli d core of ol der p e ople who
had establi shed a close doctor-p a tient relationship, but
also the childr en of the se people were happy to continue
this rel ati onship.

'; 'hen the p ractice change d h ands, most

of the establi s he d p a t ient s con tinued t h eir associ a tion
with the new doctor a nd so di d the ir children who were liv-
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ing in the area.

3.

Because the new, younger doctor could handle more
patients, new patients could establish that association which was not possible with some other
Hamilton doctors whose practices were already "full".
Several Hamilton doctors do not uccept new casual
patients because they have established professional
relationships with sufficient people to keep them
busy.

Only as regular patients move out of town are

there vacancies for new patients, and these are usually
accepted from amongst new arrivals to the city who have
a note of reference from their previous doctor in another area.

People moving into Hamilton without such

a reference may find it difficult to find a doctor who
will accept them as a patient.
4.

Because of an interest in social welfare, this doctor
has become associated with a Solo Parents Club of which
he is a Patron, and in this capacity is identified among
the members of the club, and other solo parents who are
in communication with club members, as a young doctor
interested in their problems.
Many female solo parents have great difficulty rearing
their younger children because of the lack of help from
a husband.

The emotional strain caused by widowhood,

divorce, ,,. or separation, together with that which may
occur when a new male interest is cultivated can lead
to difficulties which are not medical but which can be
alleviated if discussed with a sympathetic listener.
This alleviation is much nore effective if the sympathe-
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tic listener is a doctor who has an interest in, and
training in, the field of family counselling.

5.

Active participation in a team sport such as indoor
basketball will give further opportunities to cement
un derstanding and confidence with other participants
who will be in the age group 16 - 25.

The squash club

association may mean a different association with a
different set of young people in a different socioeconomic group and perhaps in an older 20 - 35 age group.
6.

In addition to the female solo parents, many younger
females have emotional problems as a result of premarital sexual activities.

They are no longer able to

communicate with their parents, because of mutual misunderstandings or absence from home, but can establish
a productive communication with a doctor who has the
professional and personal characteristics described here.
Many unmarried females participate in sexual relationships with the attendant physical, medical, and emotional problems of pregnancy, venereal disease, or the fear
of either or both of these occuring.

Girls suffer from

unwanted pregnancies and tend to worry more about the
occurence of pregnancy or venereal disease than do boys.
(Louglin, 1969).

Consequently girls, more than boys,

will seek medical advice in this health area.

Some med-

ical practitioners do not prescribe ora l contraceptives
to unmarried females, but this doctor has a different
approach to this problem.

He feels that he has no con-

trol over the sexual activities of his patients, but is
required to treat the problems resulting therefrom.

As
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a result, he is prepared to prescribe oral contraceptives in counsel with his patients.

7.

Ethnic group me mbership wa s given by a numb e r of respondents to the quest5Jnnaire as the reason for choosing this p a rticul a r doctor.

He appears to have the

characteristics tradition a lly associated with his ethnic group, and he states tha t many people come to him
for treatment beca use of this factor.

Mean Informa tion Field.
The information being diffused about this doctor is not
propo gated by the mass media.

Doctors in New Zealand do not

advertise and the ethics of t h eir profe ss ion prohibit any
form of busin e ss promotion.

The definition stated by Marble

& Nysteun (1963, p.100) that the "Mean Information Field is
designed to express the avera ge spatial extent of an individual's short-term (i.e. non-migra tory) contacts," does not
completely fit thi s case as the popul a tion of Hamilton is
highly mobil e and also able to use a comprehensive telephone
system.

How ever, the definition is applic a ble to this case

in that all information dif f usion takes plac e by word of
mouth.
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Chapter 9.

CONCLUSION

This Hamilton study ha s sho wn tha t a signific a nt
number of peop le with some p a rticular characteristics of
sex, head of household status, and age go to the doctor of
their own choice rather than their nearest doctor.
In some instances these patients have been ~ade aware
of inform a tion about the doctor by word of mouth from any
one of, or a combination of seve r a l sources.

In other more

specialized cases immi gr a nts to Hamilton have been introduced to a certain doctor by the ir previous doctor.
Analysis of the attraction of the doctor's surgery as
a de s tination shows that in one c a se over about half the
possible urban dis tan ce a decay of pati ent s wi th di s tance
occurs, but that a~ter

this half way point ha s been reached

the inverse variation with dist a nce declines rapidly.
In comparing the patient population settlement pattern
of various section s of Hamilton City, it c an be sho wn that
individual sections have pattern s close to r andom in most
cases but that when the pattern of each section is compared
with the total City pattern a wide divergence of ne a rest
neighbour

11

R11 values result

These values reveal the rela-

tive prcximity of pair-wise neighbours.

Where the "R" values

is lowest the clustering of patients is hi gh e st and the number of pati ents per unit area is greater.
Desire lines illus tra t e movem ent.

The moveme nt of

people from the ir homes, in this c a se, to the loc a tion of
the doctor's surgery.

The patte r ns outlined by the two maps

0-, ig. 12 and Fi g . 13) emphasize the overall attra ct i on of
each su rge ry and compares t he de ns ity of p a tients going to
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each surgery.
When the data collected from the postal survey is subjected to statistical testing a comparison of the observed
and expected frequencies as s ociated with a wide variety of
combination of patient characteristics can be examined.
Their variations, both more than and less than expected,
provide the basis for examining the stated hypothesis.
Information about the doctor has been diffused by verbal pair-wise contact to acceptors and adaptors.

Some of

these people feel they have a need for the special services
that the doctor appears to them to have.

Because they are

prepared to travel past their nearest doctor to procure these
services they help to increase the number of observed

fre-

quencies in relation to those expected.
This increase eventually becomes sufficiently great in
some cases so tha t the hypothesis; "that within Hamilton
City the selection of a doctor is not a direct function of
the distance from a patient, but is dependent upon the information about the doctor tha t
can be accepted.

is received by the patient"
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!E£endix 1.

THE RE SEARCH SURVEY

The Design of the Qu es tion naire

A decision was made to survey the pntient population
by postal questionnaire.

It beca me necessary to design a

questionnaire that could be easily understood by a cross
section of the population and would also provide the researcher with sufficient valid inform a tion to ena ble the
research programme to be completed.
A personal interview c a n be lengthy and complicated
because the interviewer can help the re spondent to understand obscure questions.

In this method a wide range of

topics can be covere d in an atmosph e re of s ocial ho spitality.
Such an atmosphe re is not pre s ent when a post a l questionnaire is used to gather the information sought and even
carefully worded questions can be misunderstood.

However,

in any given time interval, and under conditions of cost
restraint, a postal questionnaire can be administered to a
greater number of people and will return an acceptable
number of valid responses. ( 3elltiz., Jahoda, Deutsch, Cook,

1965).
Because respondents are not under any compulsion to answer a postal questionnaire, its form and the number of questtions,and the type of questions, have to be c a refully selected
so tha t a pot enti a l r esp ondent, who is indiff eren t to the
whole matter, will not be completely di s suaded fro m answering
the questions and po s ti n~ the reply.

Qu estions were to be

limited in number and simply phr ased to encourage potential
respondents to rep ly t o them.

Such a questionnaire would need to return 300 valid
replies (~r. B.R. Stokes, llamilton Teachers College pers.
comm.) to provide a sufficient data base from which acceptable calculations could be made.

No information regarding

postal questionnaires in Hamilton City was available, but
it was eventually decided thut at least 900 questionnaires
would need to be posted out to return the required number of
responses.

(Mr. T.~. Fookes, Geog. Dept., University of

Waikato pers. comm.)

Contents of the Questionnaire.
The contents of the questionnaire were compiled after
discussion with several interested parties.

A discussion

with the doctor who supplied the patient addresses established what he thought should be included in the questionnaire.
Result:
1.

Age of respondent.

2.

Marital status of respondent.

3.

Dependent relatives, aged or young in the household.

4.

How many doctors the family called on.

5.

What professional services associated with the doctor
and working in the same building would the respondent
prefer.

6.

Frequency of house calls.

I
I

I
I

A further discussion with the · lecturer in charge of the
project was held to establish what he thought should be ineluded.

I

I

I
I
I
I
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, l 1 t:

ttow long has the patient been visiting the doctor.
ll w was the doctor chosen.

' hat mode of travel is used to visit the doctor's
.,urgery.

ln any change of address, was thP. doctor changed.

If the doctor was changed, why.
~fter these discussions a questionnaire was designed
, h included questions th8t were to elicit the above
, rmation.

· s t the Questionnaire.

72 copies of the test questionnaire were di s tributed
·, households in

Temple View.

The householders were asked

answer the questions and the papers were collected the
.~:ct day.

On the next day 43 complete replies were collected.
~1seholders who did not respond were either not interested
replying, absent from home when the collector called, had

~

·. 1placed the questionnaire, or were inconveniently situated
~n the collector called.
The response information which this test questionnaire
~~

ght forth showed that some changes were necessary in the

~r ~ing of some of the questions and this was carried out.

t i se

the Questionnaire.

Investigation of the respon ses showed tha t sone adjustments to the form of some questions was necess a ry.
nephrasing of several question s to make them unambiquous
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was the main change neces sary .

In other instances

questions were rewritten so that yes - no answers
could be checked , or the question was provided wi th
a series of standard answers, one or several of which
could be checked in the box provided.

3.

Because several respondents wrote in ite ~s that had
been ommited from question 16, t h is question was expanded to include the items ommited.

4.

The questionnaire was completely rewritten and submitted to the following persons for comments .
a.

The Reader in Geography at the at the University
of Waikato.

b.

Seventh Form students at the Church College of new
Zealand.

c.

The typist for typing.

In each case, a, b, c, some further minor chan ges were made
in the questionnaire as a result of comments made by these
parties.

The final draft of the questionnaire was retyped

Fig. 14.

The Questio nnaire.
i.

The he ading .

It was nece ssa r y to address the question-

aire to a person, the wording was "To The Head of •rhe
Household."

This address was sati sfactory in most cases,

but in about 51/1 of the responses the wording wa s objected
to.

It was possible tha t others too objected to the word-

ing and therefore did not respond.

Typical objections,

"Partnership of marriage, there is no head in our household."
In any further questionnaire this headin g and questi on one
need to be phrased differently so that it will be non controversial.
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FIG. 14.

r ·u
'-l

THE
.J

1:· cm r c }Jl\T (, ~r, ,--,

.l.'., , ) l

·.1.1ucl1(!:,

THESE QUESTIONS HELA'l1E TO TII1i"; HEA D OF TEE HOU.SI]IOLD.

Q.l.

Ma le/Female

Q.2.

Which age group is th e head of the household in:
under

25

25

to 44

45 to 64
over 65 .

Q.3.

How many permanent residents are these living in
your home at present :

Q.4.

How many children are there in the household:
under 10

10 8.c over

Q.5.

Are you a solo parent:

Q.6.

Do you h a ve any elderly p a r e nts or elderly relatives
living with you permanently: YES/NO: If yes, how
many _ __

Q.7.

How many family doctors (not specialists) do you go
to:
none

YES/NO

more thim one
Q.8.

Do you go to one family doctor more tha n another:
YES/NO

Q.9.

How long have you been vi siting your family doctor:
less than 6 mon~hs
6 months to 1 year
1 to 2 years
more than 2 years

Q.10. How did you choose your family doctor. You may check
more than one of these:
doctor ne a rest my home
doctor reco mmended by friend
doctor suggested by another
--doctor
~-found name in telephone book
_ _ se:w name while passine;

---- other.

Fl ease state

---------
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Q.11

How do you usually tr a vel to y o ur doctor's surgery:
by own car

---

friends car

---bus
taxi

---walk
--- other
Q.12.

(plea se state)

-~~~~~~~~~-

Do you have your doctor m8ke h ouse calls:
never

--- sometimes

---frequently
---alv1ays
Q.13.

Q.14.

Have you chang ed your address in the last 12 months:
If y es , was the chang e outside Hamilton
City
or inside Eamil ton
City

YES/NO.

Have you chu n c ed your doctor in the last 12 months:

YES/NO
Q.15.

If you changed your doctor was it because of:

---increased

travel required

---no appointment available at usual
---fees too high
---dissatisfied with usual doctor
--- other
Q.16.

doctor

(plea se state)

Would you like a ny of the follo ~ ing who work with
your doctor to be in the same buildin g as your doctor:
physiothe rapist
Professionnl nurse
employed by d o ctor
psychiatrist
- - - l a boratory
social security
___ x-ray
---officer

-----

---counsellor

---don't

know

Thank you for c'l n swerin g thi s quest ionn a ire. '/ ill you please
put it in the envelope provided s nd post it as soon as
possible.

..
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e.g.
1.

Is the head of the household male, female , joint
partnership, other please state.

2.

Is the person filling in this form male, femnle .

Question 2.

No problem with this question .

It was de-

signed to classify the popul ation into groups .
a. Youn g , unmarrie d ma les or females , or the young
married couples with no children or very young
c hildren.
b. Marr ied couples with young families.
c. Couples with older families.
d. Retired couples , no dependant children.
Question

3.

A question to check the answers in questions

1, 2, 4, 5, 6.
Question 4.

This question was designed to find out whether

any children or children of a cert a in age group hod any h ear· ing on doctor choic e .
Ques tion

5.

Solo parents were con sidered to be a special

case as most of these were thought to be younger women .
fact, all re sp ondent s were women under 45 .

In

The question was

designed to find out whether there were any special factors
involved in solo parent medical care.
Question 6.

How many homes had elderly relatives living in

them and ~hat special services may be sought in these c ases .
Fewer than fi v e respondents had e lderly rel a tives living in
their homes .
Question

7.

It was thought that so ~e individuals ma y attGnd

more thnn one doc to r and question
signed to test this .

7

and quest ion 8 were de-

~he ques tions ~ere amb iqu uus and con-
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.fusing to sooe r esponde nt s .

A person could attend only

one doctor, but answer yes to quest i on 8 and be ·correct.
This was not int ended .

The question would need rephrasing

in a future questionnaire.
Questi0n 9. establishes the length of association between
doctor and patient.
Quest ion 10.

The response to this question rJas very good

but it has been founQ that multiple responses are hard to
work with if they are not r anked in importance.
applies to questi o ns 11 and 16.

The s ame

How ever, any answer that

vrns not " do ctor nearest my hor.1e 11 could ho.ve been interpreted

as a choice re sultin g fro~ inform 8 tion received about a doctor .
Question 11.

Mode of transport.

Responses to this question

shows a high percentage of c ar ownership .(Census,
Qunst ion 12.

Almost every respondent answered

11

1971.)

soCTetir.1es 11

•

This question could he.ve been rephrased to elicit the rea son
for housecalls or the period of day or week when housecalls
were in greatest demand.
Question 13, 14, an d 15.

If people· ·changed their address with-

in the city, did they then chan~e their doctor and why.
people had chan ged their doctor then why .

If

Mo s t changes we re

caused because of address transfer froP1 out of the Haoilton
area to within Hamilton City so that a change of doctor was a
result of the patient moving completely out of the range of
service of their previous doctor .
Question 16.

The docto r was anxious to see wha t servi ce s a

possible med ic al centre wou ld n e ed to o f fer.

Professi r n al

nurses employed by the doctor to hundl e so me me d ic a l needs
like injections, dre s sin~ s , routine visits to the invalid s
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were in popular demand as were the services of & laboratory
and x-ray clinic.

Some few respondents checked all

7

iteos.

PHEPARE THE 1q;UESTI ONHAI HE FOH POS'.I.1 ING .

930 copies of the questionnaire v:ere printed, (Fig. 14)
and a similar number of envelopes, addressed to the· Geography
Dept. University of Uaikato, reply paid.
A similar quantity of a letter of introduction written
on the University of 1:aikato letterhead and sie;ned by Mr . T.
W. Fookes, lecturer in charge or the proj e ct was also printed .
The addresses obtained from the doctor 's records were
listed Blphabetic a lly by street name and nuoerically by house
number.

Th is was done separately for F, G, F and G, and each

address was numbered.

Each section F, G, F and G, was randomly

sampled from a list of random numbers (Gregory 1963, p.91)
until there were

517

addresses obtained from F ,

235

addresses

obtained from G and 164 addresses obtained from F and G, ~iving a total of 916 randomly selected addresses .
These addresses were then alphabetically and numerically
numbered.

Those in F and G were numbered consecutively start-

ing from 401 to 564, those in F were numbered consecutively
from

565 to 1081, those in G were numbered consecutively from

1082 to 1317.

The letters were then addressed to the head of

the household at each address randomly selected, and the reply
paid envelope enclosed was stamped with the address number .
The addre s sed envelopes enclosin g a copy of the questionnaire,
the letter of introduction, a nd the reply p a id return addres s ed
envelopes were posted in Temple View on the 28th of October
1971.
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RESPOW3ES ~10 TIC -~UESTIOiITTAIIIB .

By Frida y the 12th of November , 301 v a li d rep:ies
had been received.

59 envelop o s were returned fro ~ the

Post Office star:iped "no such address", further replies
totallin g 37 we re received over the next mont h, but only
those rec eive d on or before the 1 2th of November were included in the rese arch investigation.
The resp o nses Dere divided into groups F, G, F and G
and furt her cl assified according to status of th e head of
the hou sehold ,

me. le, femal e so lo p:irent , female .

Three

charts ~ere drawn up, one for e a ch head of household cl ass ific at io n, which det a iled each question across the top and
the individual re s pon s es do wn the side .
The 301 replies received can be broken down as follo ws .
Se ction · F , the suburban s ur gery , 517 questionnaires se n t out
162 replies received, 3 1. 33%.

Of the replies receiv ed , 8L~ .L~6%

were from male head of household , 6 . 7L~~& from fema l e solo pareni
head of household and 8 . 48% from female head of hou s ehold .
S ecti on

~

central busines s di s trict .

234 questi onnaires

were se nt out a nd 85 replie s recPived, tha t is 36 . 32%.

Of

th es e 80 .2% from m3 l e head of househo l d , 1 3 .9 5% female so l o
parent head of household , 5. 8 1% fema le hea~ of house hold.
Section F and G a tte nd a nce at both surgeries, 164 questio nna ires sent out and 54 replies received,

32 . 92%.

Of these

76.36% were from n a le head of hou sehold , 7 -27% from fem a le
solo parent head of h ou seho l d , 16.36 percent from fema l e head
of household.
Data used in all of the c h a pters of the re s earch h ~ve
been dr~_ffm fr om this data bank .
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Appendix 2.

Preparation For The x2 Calculation

As s embing The Data
As there were four discrete variables to be used in
the calculation, the data for each of these had to be
isolated and then a four dimensional

x2

contingency table

desi gned. (Table 3.)
A matrix was made so that each of the itemized sections
of the classification would have an individual cell.

(Table

Al) The information from the questionnaire was then recorded
in each cell.
Where a question offered a choice of responses and more
than one response could be checked by the respondent, multiple choices were credited on the table in proportion to the
number of choices selected.

Each cell being credited with

its proportion of the response.
for each cell was recorded.

In each age group the total

Each row and column for each age

group selection was then summed and the total of the marginal
totals summed.
Because some sections of the questions were not answered
and some were invalid the total of this summation was 288
instead of 301, the number of valid questionnaire responses.
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Table Al. TABLE OF EXPECTED AND OBSERVED VALUES FOR
FOUR DI!,1:ENSI 01H1.L x2 Cli.LCUL\.TION
Ya
Xa

x

Xe

Xa

9.24
1.5
3.22
9.5
.41
1.5

0.9
0.5
1 .3
0.5
0.13
1.0
3 .4
1.5
4, 8
L~ • 5
.5

0.9

1.5
1.5
1.65
1.0
0.18
0.5
4.4
4.5
6.4
4.5
.7

Zb

.o

0.6
2.5
9.5
Zc Wb 32.5
.15
We 2.5
3.6
Wa 2.0
5.15
zd Wb 5.5
.55

Wa

Vic

.o

2.0
1.0
2. 8
2 .0
.3

.o
.3

.o
.5
.o
.05
.o

.o

1.3
5.0
0.13

.o

3.4
2.5
4.8
3.5
.5
1.0
2.0

.o

2.8
2.0
.3

.o

.3

.o
.5
.o
.05
.o

.o

2.6
1.0
3.7
1.5
.4
1.0
.45
1.0
.64
3.0
.07

.o

Yb ·
Xb
0.1
0.5
.16
1.5
0.02
0.5
0.4

.o

.6
1.5
.06

.o

.24

.o
. 35
.o
.04
.o

.04

.o
.06
.o
.o
.o

0.1

.o

0.16
1.5

.o
.o

.4

.o

.6
.5
.06

.o

.24

.o

.35
1.0
.04

.o

.04

.o
.06
.o
.o
.o

Expected va l u e s on the top of ea ch cell;
on the bottom of e a ch cell.
Wa

Wb

We
Xa

xb
Xe

Xa

Xe

2.13
3.0
3.05
3.0
0.3
1.0
8.2
7.5
11.76
4.5
1.25
1.5
4 .76
6.5
6.8
2.5
.73

.o

.8
2.0
1.2
1. 5
.13

.o

Ye
Xb
0.2

.o
0.3
o.o

.01
0.5
.8
3.0
1.12
2.5
0 . 12
1.0
.45
.5
.65
.5
. 07

.o

.08

.o
.11
.o
.o
.o

Xe
0.2
0.5
0.3
4.0

.o
.o

.8
1.5
.12
1.0
.12

.o

.45
1.0
.65

.o
.07
.o
.08

.o
.11
.o
.o
.o

ob served values

Nearest Doctor
Doctor of Choi ce eva luation of
verbal i nf ormat i on rec eived .
Inform a t i on fro m no n-verba l
sources: e/g tel ephone book .

Ya
Yb
Ye

Priva te Ca r
Publi c tra nsport
Vla lk

Male He ad of Household
Female Solo Par ent
head of h ous ehol d
Female head of household

Za
zb
Zc
zd

Under 25 ye a rs
25 - 44 yea rs
45 - 65 yP-a rs
Over 65 years

- --

------------
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Va lu es of S .:_ 2 from x 2 Te s t s Ta bl e 4.

Ta ble A2

No. of te s t

Cell

,,.,

a

Xa

Ya

Za

1

2
3
4
6
7
8

9
10
11

Wa

Xa

Yb

Za

12
13
2_
3
6
11 .

Wa

xa

Ye

Za

3
6
11

Vl a

Xa

Ye

Ze

Wa

Xb

Ye

zb

2.57
2.57
12.50
4.00
4.00
4.00

9

4.00
4.00
4.00
12.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.46*
4.00
12.50
4.00
12.50
4.00
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
3.02 *
2.6 3*
4.68
3.42
4.26 *
2.63*
2.6 3•
L~. 26*

12
13
Xe

Ye

Za

1

6

9
wb
wb

Xa
Xa

Yb
Yb

Ze

zd

13
6
2

3

6
7

9

10
11

wb

Xa

Ye

zb

3. 84*
3.37*
2.45*
2. 4 5*
2.00*
6.7 3 *
3. 84*
3.84*
7.22*
2.00*
6.25*
7.22*
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

4
8
1
2
5
6
8
11 .

Wa

s.

12
13
1 .

3~
6
8

9
10
11
13

1+.00
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No. of test

Cell

wb

Xa

Ye

Ze

6
13

wb
Wb

Xa
Xb

Ye
Yb

zd

7

Za

1

2
3
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13

wb

xb

Yb

zb

wb

xb

Ye

Zb

wb

Xe

Ya

Za

5
8
9
11
12
13
1
2
5
8
12
13
1
3
5

7

wb

Xe

Yb

Za

'8
10
11
12
13
1
2

3
5

?

wb

Xe

Yb

Zb .

wb

Xe

Ye

Za

8
9
1011
12
13
1

1
2

3
5
6

-2.!.
2.04*
2.46*
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.25
8.00
2.25
2.25
2.25
16.00
16.00
8.16
16.00
16.00
16.00
8.16
8.16
8.16
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.25
9.00
24.50
24.50
24.50
2.00

71
Cell

s.

No. of test

7

24.50
24.50
9.00
24.50
8.16
24.50
24.50

8

9

10
11
12

13
* E
Wa

Wb
We
Xa
Xb

Xe

>

0

Nearest Doctor
Doctor of Choice evaluc:1tion of
verbal information received.
Information froo non-verbal
sources: e/g telephone book.

Ya
Yb

Private Car
Public transport
Walk

Male Head of Household
Female Solo Parent
head of household
Female head of household

Za
zb

Under

Ye

Ze

zd

25 years
25 - 44 years
45 - 65 years
Over 65 years
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